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Experience in Ontology Engineering for a 
Multi-Agents Corporate Memory System
2/39CoMMA : What is it ? What for ?
What is it ? IST Project - Funded by E. C.
Who ? & Where ?
ATOS - Origin (FR)
CSELT - Telecom Italia (IT) leaving
CSTB - (FR) joining
LIRMM - University of Montpellier (FR)
T-Nova - Deutsch Telekom (GE)
University of Parma (IT)
ACACIA Project- INRIA Sophia Antipolis (FR)
When ? February 2000 - February 2002
3/39CoMMA : Who ? Where ? When ? 
What for ? Provide a corporate memory 
management framework (2 scenarios)
Assist integration of newcomers
Support technology monitoring process
Corporate Memory:
An explicit, disembodied and persistent 
representation of knowledge and 
information in an organization, in order to 
facilitate their access and reuse by members 
of the organization, for their tasks.
Management Framework:
A supporting structure around which
one can build a system insuring
coherent integration and exploitation
of the dispersed knowledge
4/39How ?
How ?
Corporate memories are heterogeneous
and distributed information landscapes
Stakeholders are an heterogeneous and 
distributed population
Exploitation of CM involves heterogeneous
and distributed tasks













































6/39Use, feasibility and RDF
 CoMMA Ontology: explicit partial 
specification of corporate-memory-relevant 
concepts carefully defined with their 
corresponding terms and relationships.
 Context = Enterprise
Delimited scope & Community identity
Ontology & Ontological commitment
RDF : Resource Description Framework
Describe Web resources and their relations
Internal/external annotation of documents
RDF Schema (to formalize the ontology)
RDFS is Limited - Extension iff necessary
 Toward a Corporate Semantic Web
7/39
Schéma O.S.A
Model-based annotated corporate memory
Ontology in RDFS
 Annotations in RDF to 
describe resources
 State of affairs in RDF
Users' profile
Corporate Model
 Use of an ontology in CoMMA :
Component of the memory
Models, annotations and queries
Agent communication
8/39Illustration the cycle
Organizational Entity (X) : 
The entity X is or is a 
sub-part of an 
organization. 
Person (X): The entity X is 
living being pertaining to 
the human race.
Include (Organizational 
Entity: X, Organizational 
Entity / Person Y) :
the organizational entity X 
includes Y as one of its 
members.
Manage (Person: X, 
Organizational Entity: Y) :
The person X watches and 

















c - State of Affairsa - Reality
9/39Data-Collection : Scenarios
Scenarios
(a) Scenarios and 
data-collection











Logical & Chronological Processes
 Decomposition
 Sequential / Parallel /Non deterministic
 Loops & Stop conditions
 Alternatives & Switches


























11/39Extract from Scenario Report
Document Event Role ...Functionality
12/39Data-Collection : Interviews
Scenarios Interviews
(a) Scenarios and 
data-collection
13/39Semi-structured Interview
 Semi-structured (individual / group)
guide for end-users











(a) Scenarios and 
data-collection
17/39New Employee Route Card
 What to do
 Where to go
 Who to contact
 How to contact
 In what order
Multi-lingual
NLP and Gra.
18/39Data-Collection : Reuse and other sources
Scenarios DocumentsInterviews Observations




19/39Reuse and other sources





CGKAT & WebKB top ontology
Not automatically included (NLP Tools)
Other sources :
“Using Language” H.H. Clark 
Expertise in semiotic (not in data-col.)
MIME: list electronic formats
Dublin Core: Initial global prop. of docs




(a) Scenarios and 
data-collection
(b) From semi-informal 
to semi-formal




































Natural Language Definition Pr
Designation Thing; literal (string) *; ; ; Identifying word or words by which a thing is
called and classified or distinguished from others
Us





The name used to identify the members of a family Us
Mobile
Number












Natural Language Definition Pr





Thing; ; Thing taking place, happening,
occurring; usually recognized as
important, significant or unusual
Us
Gathering Event; Event; ; Event corresponding to the social act of










 Terms and notions :
Work on terms: synonymous/ambiguous
Formal Label (// Uschold & Gruninger 96)
Need for tools (NLP) & terminological level
 Three approaches :








(Kassel et al, 2000)
Attributes & Constraints
(Guarino et Welty, 2000)
Very good for the top / impossible on the 
whole ontology without assisting tools
 Continuum Informal  Formal :
Textual (Informal)
Tables (semi-informal  semi-formal)
RDF-RDFS (formal, use taxonomy)
Process of enriching (terms & Nat. Lang.)
23/39Result in RDFS
Scenarios DocumentsInterviews Observations
(a) Scenarios and 
data-collection
(b) From semi-informal 
to semi-formal
(c) RDFS




































Natural Language Definition Pr
Designation Thing; literal (string) *; ; ; Identifying word or words by which a thing is
called and classified or distinguished from others
Us





The name used to identify the members of a family Us
Mobile
Number












Natural Language Definition Pr





Thing; ; Thing taking place, happening,
occurring; usually recognized as
important, significant or unusual
Us
Gathering Event; Event; ; Event corresponding to the social act of











Enterprise Document User Domain
Top : reusable/not really usable ; coherence
Middle layer :
– Documentary corporate memory (r. memory)
– Domain Topics (r. domain)
Extensions : usable/not really reusable







Ti A term Ci Intension of the concept Ci
Instance of a concept
Ri Intension of the relation Ri
Instance of a relation
Instanciation links
Extension of concept Ci


















Organization part which is a sub division of of a
Research Direction, corresponding to sub interest











Mail sent in electronic format over a


















Term used to label a concept
26/39RDF Extensions and Interfaces
 Need for extension :
formal definitions for concepts / properties
Multi-modal (redundancy / common know.)
Newcomer (fuzzy / tunable)
Colleague (term, concept, property, defined)
XML Rules for CORESE
 Need for interfaces :
Hide top: not interest. & p.b. of commitment
low levels = day-to-day consensus
Profiles and terminology in browsing
Terminology & several languages/jargons
27/39Visualization: Web techniques
Scenarios DocumentsInterviews Observations
(a) Scenarios and 
data-collection









































Natural Language Definition Pr
Designation Thing; literal (string) *; ; ; Identifying word or words by which a thing is
called and classified or distinguished from others
Us





The name used to identify the members of a family Us
Mobile
Number












Natural Language Definition Pr





Thing; ; Thing taking place, happening,
occurring; usually recognized as
important, significant or unusual
Us
Gathering Event; Event; ; Event corresponding to the social act of





28/39Overview of XSLT capabilities
29/39Browsing the ontology
 Navigating the ontology through Style 
sheets :
30/39Query on Annotations
Querying annotation bases :
31/39Extensions of CORESE
 Examples of extensions of RDFS :
32/39Profiles for ontology browsing
Using profiles to filter an ontology :
33/39Interface of APROBATIOM
 APROBATIOM : Web-Based Query Interface
34/39Terminological interface
 Shopping metaphor : Using a 'notion cart' 
for query building
35/39Complex interface
 Complex queries : expert interface
36/39Integration in CoMMA
 Integration in CoMMA : identify the user
37/39Integration in CoMMA
 Integration in CoMMA : express a query
38/39Integration in CoMMA
 Integration in CoMMA : agent collaboration
39/39
Thank you !
